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Very nice content. Really like it. Also works very well with the other DLCs. The only problem is that the doors and switches are
not working properly since the latest big update. I had no any issues with the other doors and switches before. Only this DLC
seems to be a bit buggy. Shame becouse this is one of my favorite DLC.. The best GameGuru DLC !. The pictures seem to
indicate that you can make quests using this software. You can't. Unfortunately, Game Guru does NOT have funtional AI, a
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questing system, a dialogue system, or mutliplayer funtionality. The good. This adds some nice assets which you can use in other
games. The bad. This product can not really do what is advertised which is to say, make a sci fi game, even an extremely limited
one. I spent hundreds of hours modding Morrowind and while I didn't expect Game Guru to be nearly as good as the Morrowind
contruction set (which was released 15 years ago) I did at least think I would have basic options like the ability to create
characters who could communicate with the player or walk on a flat surface. Unfortunately this pack doesn't include that
functionality unless you can code it yourself or find someone else who has. I hope that a dialogue and questing system will be
added as standard. If and when that happens, I would recommend this package but not before.. Excellent models, very well
made and cleanly modeled. They scream for a better lightmapping system. I advise anyone with even a fleeting interest in
making futuristic game to download them for their collection.. This dlc is the best. I was looking for something space like.
Thank you guys for this. Hopefully you will get done with that save/load soon lee. Amazing dlc and amazing software. 10/10
When i went to go open up gameguru there was a WHOLE bunch of stuff. Walls, space like hallways, npc's, alien in a glass
container, space rocks, and etc! This is one of the best packs i have bought and since i bought this one im going to get another
one.. Nice kit guys!!!! Wish it had two other things though, - spacey weapons (might have to try the Bunny wabbit's waser) and a
- general wall 'clip' piece to use to cover gaps when joining two warehouses for example.. Wow! This actually is a really nice
pack. This pack is like the OLD packs they used to release for FPSC that actually would make me excited ti get. LOTS and lots
of models all decent. Buy this pack if you can get on sale all the better.. I got time this morning to load this DLC up and take a
look at the different models. There is a little test game that is quite nice included with te download, complete with voices for the
characters. There is some really great detail. I'm very happy with it and will definitely make use of some of this for sure. Great
Job. I can see some very cool Mars games, or alien world, or just really cool sci fi games coming out of this pack.. Well worth
the price. I bought it for the characters, scripts, and a couple of other items. I will never use most of this pack, and still, it's
worth it. Grab it on sale and make it even more worth it. Either way, you can't lose with this if you need some sci-fi assets fast.
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